The Dean’s
Message

Y

Professor Chung Min Lee

studying at the YIC, the UIC freshman comprises the lion's share of students at the YIC. As Dean of the
UIC, I am fully aware of the many problems and issues associated with the YIC given that the campus
is just beginning to take shape. Our university just celebrated its 126th anniversary in mid-May and
while a direct comparison can't be made between the earlier years of Yonsei University and YIC I would
like to stress that all pioneers--like our UIC students studying at the YIC--must shoulder most of the
burden of making YIC into a true success story.
will graduate in March 2015 and it will be 2040 when they return for their 25th reunion and 2065 when
they come back for their 50th reunion. By 2040, chances are better than even Korea would have been
the UIC. Free Trade Agreements will be up and running between Korea, Japan and China with unprecClass of 2011 will be in their late 40s in 2040 going into the peak of their careers. Climate change will
some 5,000-7,000 students and Songdo will be one of the key hubs of Northeast Asia.
But if Yonsei's journey over the last 126 years can serve as a guide, the future of the YIC is hardly in

Global networks will be created. And in the end, that's what the YIC really aspires to be. All pioneers
pay a price but they should also know that the incoming Class of 2012 and onwards will be the major
cess will be the UIC Class of 2011.

Editor’s Note
Feelings of happiness and weariness both haunt me as I prepare to
print this edition. I have been part of The UIC Scribe for the last
four years, and it’s time to finally let it go. Three years as a writer and
finally a year as an editor-in-chief have influenced me in tremendous ways.
Looking back, I think I have learned a lot, both as a writer and a
leader. When I was a writer, it was mostly about technicality; how
well I can write, how precisely I should write, and most importantly,
what I would write. As a leader, though, it took so much more effort,
both in administrative and writing arenas. Being a leader wasn’t
easy; sometimes things didn’t proceed as smoothly as I hoped nor
resulted as well as I expected. At each step of the way, many people
helped and even found solutions for me; and in each step, I have
learned how to be at least a little bit better than before. At the end
of the day, I found myself improved as a person. Therefore, I would
like to thank everyone around me for their great support; if it wasn’t
for them, this issue wouldn’t have been possible.
This issue is special in many ways. It covers a wide range of issues,
from Songdo Campus to sports. We took a step further from the
previous UIC Scribe, and decided to be more comprehensive and
diverse in topics of writings. One most interesting section would
be the Songdo articles, where we covered the daily lives of Songdo
students we never heard of – from their morning till night, what
they eat, what they do, and how they think. The writers have done
an excellent job, and the entire UIC Faculty members have helped
a great deal in the editing process. I would like to express my gratitude to them.
It’s time to let what has been center of my college life go, and search
for another thing that could be part of who I am. It has been a pleasant year being an editor-in-chief, and I am sure that UIC Scribe
would only improve in the future with a new leader.
Thank you!
Editor-in-Chief,
Hyesung Heather Ahn
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Sinchon Campus

By Hoa Dang

O
with Professor Chung Min Lee, the Dean of UIC, was of great interest to the UIC student body, as
30 minutes before the talk started, dozens of students were already in the designated room at Yonsei’s Sinchon campus (Room 112 New Millennium Hall). Furthermore, many UIC freshmen, who
are currently studying at the Songdo campus, actively participated in the talk even though it took
them over an hour to get from Songdo to Sinchon via the school’s shuttle bus. Everyone was eager
to meet with the Dean and express to him their concerns about living conditions and the academic
environment.
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Chung Min Lee appeared and gave a warm
greeting to all the UIC students. Right away,
he came to the topics of UIC’s current state
and its future development, calling UIC’s
current circumstances “fairly OK.” He also
expressed his concerns about the Songdo
campus, especially the new campus. He then
suggested that Songdo students should spend
more time in Sinchon during the weekend,
and take advantage of opportunities to get
better acquainted with the UIC upperclassmen.
ing his thoughts about what UIC will have to
do to become a better place for its students.
First, he emphasized the connection between
faculty and students. UIC faculty members,
he observed, should spare as much time for
their students as possible, talking with them
not only about exams, but also about impordence. Second, he showed his concern about
-
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uation. Since few students are equipped with
Dean expressed his desire to ask more UIC
faculty members to provide guidance. Last,
he expressed his concern about the lack of
attention a UIC student receives when he or
freshman year. In his opinion, these upperclassmen have not received as much attention
as they deserve from their professors, so he
promised to increase the involvement major
faculty members have in their students’ lives.
onto the Question and Answer segment.
It was now time for students to raise their
concerns about UIC and hear the Dean’s
response. Most of the questions were about
dent majoring in LSBT pointed out the inconvenience of having to read mostly in Korean. For instance, experiment instructions
were in Korean.
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In reply to this question, the Dean said
that he is also very concerned about the issue. It is obvious, he said, that the school’s
administration has not paid enough attention to the major, leaving the small
number of these students at a major disadfor the major’s courses because professors
in LSBT are appointed by the College of
Natural Sciences. Other UIC students expressed their opinions about the Korean
Language courses, which are mandatory
for international students. In the past UIC
students had the privilege of studying Ko-
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rean course at the KLI for 2 years for free;
now, however, the language courses are
separate from the KLI program. Due to
the larger size of the classes, students have
fewer opportunities to communicate in
Korean, which made the UIC students
feel as if the courses were less interestver, Japanese, Korean, Chinese language
courses are rather burdensome, as they all
occupy 5 hours per week,yet only count
originally UIC had only a few international students , so at that time they were
able to organize a language class at the KLI.

He did promise to think about the matter, saying that in the future he may increase
the number of levels available to UIC students in the Korean language curriculum,

would review this request; and though he could not absolutely guarantee satisfying
the demands of students, he would do everything in his power to make sure that
them to continue their studies.
Before leaving, the Dean invited every student to voice his or her thoughts by setting
up an appointment or by emailing him. In this way, he said, he would know what he
should do to further develop UIC during his term as UIC Dean, and make it a better
discussion with Associate Dean Michael Kim until it was almost 8:00pm.

UIC SCRIBE
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Interview with President
and Vice president of 2011
Student Council
By Marie Suazo

U

IC is on its way to becoming a liberal arts college not only renowned for its academics but
also well-known for its extracurricular activities, and every day it is trying to improve itself to
attain that goal. It goes without saying that the Student Council – the organization representing
fore, this semester, the Scribe is interviewing the President (Shin Tae Choi) and Vice President

interview, all UICans will gain a basic idea of how UIC is growing and give their opinions as to
the policies of the Student Council, to help UIC develop in the right direction.
Hi Shin Tae and Han Kuhm, as the leaders
of the Student Council, you two surely have
your own vision of UIC. So would you mind
sharing this vision with us?
President: It has been six years since Underwood International College was established
the previous Student Councils have put great
sult, UIC now has a bigger voice on campus
and students are living in a better atmosphere
than the past.
Despite the improvements of the past few
years, there are still a number of problems
which have not been solved and new challenges that have emerged as serious issues for
tem’ that began this year is an exemplary case
that highlights worries over the interaction
between upperclassmen and lowerclassmen.
As a means to overcome challenges and realize a better college life for UICians, the 6th
point platform at the beginning of its term.
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teractive, integrated, organized, intellectually
inspiring, experiencing and supporting’.
Vice President: First of all, I would like to mention that the love and pride I have for my school
is immeasurable. Considering what it has given me in terms of life as a whole - outstanding
students as my friends, great professors as my
mentors, and a stage which has given wings to
me tremendously. So, what else do I have to say
about our vision for UIC other than to make it
a better place? Of course, the answer is vague,
but I would say that this is the ultimate vision.
A better UIC for all the UICians, a school of
which they can be proud where ever they go,
of which they can have adorable memories to
think of in the future, and of course, where
they can enjoy it to the max during their student life.
Would you mind telling UICans about your
plans to make UIC a better destination for students?
President: Keeping up the projects and events
ergy has organized and is planning to

ergy held a Town Hall Meeting at the beginning of
resentatives presented what they will do throughout the semester and year. Anyone from the student
body and the professors were welcome to participate, and ask questions during the Q&A section.
ginning of the second semester and all UICians are
more than welcome to attend the meeting.
long bi-weekly newsletter on April 11th, posts a
larger version on the New Millennium Hall and
mation such as reports of past events, upcoming
events and student opinions.
Council Songdo Branch with the main purpose of
providing guidelines for student life as well as assisting UIC students in Songdo with adapting to
Branch is now directly and regularly managed by
the executive members by means of weekly visits,
bi-weekly general UIC council meetings and cooperation with the freshman representative.
Culture Camp in late August (about a week before
-

ent cultures.
Last but not least, to promote UIC in the broader
“U&I” Festival in cooperation with the majors and
what we have now, and also creating what we do
not yet have.
A handful of students have pointed to communication and integration as major problems within UIC.
has been concerned with since last year - perhaps
invisible walls between the International and Korean student communities, between upper-classmen and lower-classmen, between the freshmen at
Songdo and their Shinchon based classmates, and
even between UIC and the broader Yonsei combeen, and still is working to improve, if not solve.
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I believe the role of the Student Council is to
serve as a medium of communication and bring
about the integration of the student body. In
decessors have not tried before. With many arStudent Council report newsletter in April, and
are working on various new projects, such as the
UIC U&I Festival that will help us meet our goal.
Also, the Student Council is cooperating with
ing the UIC Congress and the major councils,
the UIC Student Club Union, the UIC Alumni
Association, and the Yonsei General Student
Council (future projects will involve the Divisions of International Studies at other universities). As you can see, our activities and communication reach far outside the UIC community,
and this is crucial, especially at this point where
many organizations are still in their infant stage
(the major councils, the Student Club Union, the
Alumni Association, and Songdo, for example).
vide them with full support and cooperate with
them because we believe these organizations are
essential for the betterment of UIC. With the
activation of these other organizations, the Student Council will be able to focus more on fundamental issues like the general concerns that
college students have, while other issues can be
dealt by the major councils and/or the Student
Club Union.
hopes for the future of UIC?
President: I hope that the new projects the 6th
Student Council initiates and organizes in its
term will not simply be single events, but will
continue as traditions, since the aims of the projects are to set a fundamental basis for UIC to
nally.
Vice President: My hope for UIC is that it will
become larger and more integrated – a United
UIC in the future, and that is what we are workcommunity, and I have to admit that it is a difMy hope is that I can contribute to enhancing
the diversity of UIC while forming an intimate
community out of it.
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UIC Career Development Center

T

he Underwood International College Career Development Center (UIC CDC) provides UIC students with resources they need to make important decisions about their academic lives at Yonsei and

as medical and law school, and graduate school. Practical advice on preparing application materials,
such as resumes and cover letters, is also available. Career-oriented lectures covering a broad range
of topics are arranged by the CDC on a regular basis.

workshop focused on preparing for job interviews.
and was led by invited speaker Eugene So, a former CDC intern and expert on preparing job applications and interviews. In the lecture, Mr. So
shared his knowledge and experience relating to
In a step-wise manner, Mr. So outlined the major
points and pitfalls of the interview process and
stressed the importance of research, preparation
and practice that must occur prior to an interview
with a potential employer. He stressed that the resume is a foot in the door used to pique the interest of a potential employer. Once the interview is
arranged it is essential that the interviewee prove
that he or she can live up to what is claimed on
the resume. Mr. So explained to his audience of
Yonsei undergraduate and graduate students that
while an interviewee should strive to show his or
her strengths and character, the two most important qualities in a good candidate are the ability to
communicate and the ability to demonstrate that

Mr. So reminded the students that they must
sell themselves during an interview and therefore being shy or humble is not advised. It is
important to be prepared to prove one’s competence and congruity with the position.
New Millennium Hall, adjacent to the UIC ofthe CDC website, which is available directly
from the UIC homepage: http://uic.yonsei.
ac.kr/

Mr. So went on to say that interviewers are looking for employees who can bring something useful
to the company. During the interview process, interviewers may base their judgments on qualities
such as communication skills, body language, atments in the interview include the questions the
touches such as a follow-up ’thank you’ email.
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Symposium on
Global Liberal
Arts

T

dom. Human freedom, here, was understood principally as a freedom from material necessity. Servile
were appropriate to that part of human nature that transcended mere necessity; they concerned the
part of us that made us human: more than mere animals. What makes us more than mere animals was
the capacity for reason. Hence the liberal arts involved, above all, the cultivation of human rationality.
Prof. Anthony Adler – “Saying the Obvious”
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Friday, April 29th, 2011, would become one of
the memorable landmarks on Underwood Intertruly international liberal arts institution. On this
day, UIC professors and students, along with several guest speakers, successfully put on the UIC
was more than a mere academic conference. It reeducation in Asia, while providing a forum for
promoting its values and educational mission and
for critically thinking through its pedagogical approaches.
One of the major strengths of a liberal arts education, stressed by many of the Symposium speakers,
is that its spirit of free, open inquiry can potenKorean society.
Prof. George Baca of Dong-A University in Busan
addressed the issue of how students and parents
tend to overvalue specialized and “practical” majors such as Business or Management at the undergraduate level. He attributed this to what he called
only really deal with the conditions of the immediate present. A Liberal Arts education, because
it emphasizes a broad base of knowledge, critical
fective in dealing with “contingency.” It does not
prepares students to continually learn and adapt
in response to the inevitable, but unforeseeable,
changes of the future.
Prof. Baca also underscored that the Korean education system focuses a great deal on English-language courses and rote-memorization but much
servation was later shared by Prof. John McGuire
from Hanyang University and Prof. Steven D. Capener from Seoul Women’s University. Both of them
supported the possibility that the liberal arts, by
teaching critical thinking and literature, can help
make students more critical and creative thinkers.

from Korean values of hierarchically based
authority and group-oriented conformity.
From his perspective, the former makes students passive—accepting everything their
teachers say—while the latter takes away
their independence and individuality. Unlike Prof. Baca, who saw the “huge education
industry” of Korea and its standardized university entrance exam (UEE) as detrimental,
Prof. McGuire believed that even the UEE
can help promote CT by asking “questions
that tested students ability to think creatively
and critically, which would “help to promote
Prof. Capener expressed his concern that Korean students tend to read texts in the English
Literature classroom merely as “a medium to
learn language.” He also expressed frustration with the traditional manner of teaching
literature in Korea, in which students are told
to accept orthodox interpretations, rather
than thinking for themselves. According to
Prof. Capener, they have a hard time trusting
their own feelings—and are sometimes even
unaware of their feelings—since they do not
think for themselves. Literature, he stated,
raises one’s awareness of fundamental matters in life.
Prof. Walsh from UIC suggested the practice
of “mere reading” as a way to deal with these
issues in the literature classroom. In his talk,
he mentioned a certain attitude some students at UIC have expressed toward literature: “It’s only literature”; there’s no use reading the texts, since “one can simply consult
pedia, or some other online sources have
examples cited by Prof. Capener, in which
students refused to seriously engage with the
text, and the important issues raised by it, because it portrays events that are not pleasant
or amusing. “Mere reading” – or close textual
analysis – is an idea Prof. Walsh borrowed
from Paul de Man. Asking students not to
make statements about text that are not suptext, students, he said, are prevented from

described how this core component of the Liberal
Arts curriculum can help to “wean students away”
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preconceptions. An important point he made
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Shinchon Campus
is that this process of reading orientates students
towards self-reliance. In order to write a 2-3 page
essay on literature without any external assistance,
a student has no choice but to actually read carefully and force himself to think about what the
text says. Furthermore, in order to get an A for
that essay, students must be imaginative, creative,
and have the ability to discern patterns in the text
as a whole. In this way, according to Prof. Walsh,
students can evaluate their own capacities more
clearly. Such a demanding approach to reading, he
broad applications for “every form of academic inquiry they will encounter.”
Many of the Symposium’s speakers suggested that
most Koreans understand a proper university education to include a specialized major, rote memorization, and English-language courses and experiences. On the other hand, there was widespread
agreement that a liberal arts education more effectively fosters creativity, critical thinking, and
textual engagement. And it also hones student
writing ability, one crucial skill highly valued by
head-hunters. Prof. Anthony Adler from UIC suggested that UIC should emphasize the classical liberal arts trivium of grammar, logic (or dialectic),
and rhetoric as core values instead of trying to invent “more sophisticated, timely, pertinent education, tailored to the pressing demands of the ‘new’
economy".
guiding one in seeking philosophical answers
gion, Science, and the Liberal Arts,” three professors from Yonsei -- Prof. Hong Suh Won, Eungbin
Kim, and Prof. Dae Sung Lee – discussed, from
multiple perspectives, the relationship between art
and literature and science and religion. In Greek
mythology or Paradise Lost, for instance, there is
the sense that God created the world from chaos,
but also that chaos remains in our lives. In a sciand surprisingly poetic phrase, "Organisms are
islands of low entropy in an increasingly random
universe", has a bleak message; it suggests we
shouldn't be here. But we come to the reality that
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needs to continue teaching “core courses,” including science, humanities, and religion, to
the ethics of life – who we are and where we
to see “the vision of reality beyond merely reality”.
Finally, the speakers agreed that what students gain from a liberal arts education is academic satisfaction, the ability to freely learn
what they love and are curious about. As Prof.
Baca said in response to a student’s question
about choosing a major: “You shouldn’t be
point. Eventually you will have to specialize
in a profession but as an undergraduate, your
future profession should in no way prevent
you from studying what interests you.” Prof.
Park Hyungji, a participant in the Round
Table Discussion, added: “As a Literature
professor, I myself feel that I chose my career partly because I couldn’t help it. It’s a lot
about passion.” (UIC Prof. Neeraja Sankaran
went so far as to call it an “addiction.”) Prof.
Lee gave the simple but compelling message
that students should study what they think is
Q&A:
where students could freely challenge and
question the professors about the kind of education they are receiving. Below are some of
the most interesting responses:
Prof. Baca:
Q: What kind of jobs can I get with an Anthropology degree?
Administration degree.
Q: Don’t you think the lack of a proper orientation is to blame for why students do not
understand what the liberal arts are? What
can we do about it?
A: I believe we should try to encourage critical thinking in students, inspiring them to
learn what they feel passionate about. A more
also be encouraged. Students should give

Shinchon Campus
heir education.
I myself did not know what the liberal arts were before I went to UIC. Should we have promotion for
high school students to encourage them to apply to
liberal arts colleges?
A: I suggest that people think about curriculum
some transformation – but the changes are coming. One important point is that Korea had better
stop looking up to the US.
Prof Lee Dae Sung
A lot of us have no background in Christianity.
Should there be some solid and basic knowledge
about Christianity provided before we jump into a
A: I don’t want students to understand Christianity
you approach the subject in a more interesting
and lively way. It provides a great deal of theological knowledge at the same time as it allows greater
room for imagination.

Prof Park: We have worked for the development
of UIC for 7 years. From the beginning, Dean
Mo’s perspective has always been liberal arts education plus employment opportunity for every
student. He wants our students to be hired by the
best companies.
Q: I have been to a pretty fabulous school on an
exchange for one year. During that time I came
to believe that UIC can achieve the status of an
Ivy League school. However, it seems that most of
I have. Do you professors have any ways to instill
fore you went to Dartmouth?

-

students to discover it themselves. It takes time
for them to see the value of a UIC education.

Dear Professor, the liberal arts provide a good education. But $7000 is not a small amount of money.
Do you think students get their money’s worth at
UIC?
A (Prof. Park Hyungji): From the perspective of an
administrator, I know UIC students are having the
best quality education that Yonsei can possibly offer. Just think of 20 students as the average class
size, and compare it with 200 for a normal Yonsei
class. You can see how our commitment to one-onone interaction between professors and students is
carried out.
should not be worried about choosing a specialwhy do we still have 5 majors?
the Seminars pursue our core liberal arts’ goals
while the majors seek to reconcile this ideal with
the frustrating fact that Korean society tends to
consider college choices based very much on the
majors we hope to adapt UIC to a Korean context
better.

UIC SCRIBE
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Songdo: Our
new base!

Songdo Yonsei International Campus

Places where
students can go
By Sung Hwan Kim, Sung Pil Kim,
Shin Hyung Lee, Hyung Ku Han

A

lthough many students have said that the Yonsei International Campus (YIC) is in the middle

taurants, karaoke, bars, and saunas. One major problem with going downtown, however, is the poor
ing YIC and downtown Songdo, comes only once an hour on weekdays.

E-Mart and Incheon
Bus Terminal
YIC where students can get the subway to go to EMart or the Incheon Bus Terminal in less than 30
minutes. E-Mart, which is connected to the Dongchun subway station (Incheon Line 1), is a mall
where household items and electronic gadgets are
sold at low prices. When a YIC student runs out
of daily necessities or simply wants to get snacks,
court also has more dining options than the YIC
cafeteria, which is another reason why many stuIf students want to go out, have fun, and enjoy
area of Incheon. Although perhaps less dynamic
and populated than Sinchon, people can still enjoy
stores, Shinsegae Lotte, a New Core shopping outlet, as well as a great number of restaurants and
UIC SCRIBE

bars. Unlike in Songdo, the bars and restaurants stay open past midnight, so many students come here to drink and have parties.

Sinchon
to Sinchon during their free time, especially on
weekends. Sinchon, with many more people
and places to go than Songdo, is a place where
UIC freshmen can meet upperclassmen. Howleaves Songdo, we will have developed our own
college culture, one which is attractive enough
to draw senior students from Sinchon to Songdo. As pioneers of the Yonsei International
Campus, we should take on the responsibility
of building something out of nothing, while
cultivating new interests and ways of facilitating a social life in the place where UIC freshmen are right now.
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Activities Student
do in Songdo
ous follow-up question might be, “Are there any?”
with various activities to do! In this article we will
explore three representative activities in Songdo
campus; student club activities, movie night, and
various sport activities.
First, a wide variety of clubs are currently
being formed and activated at Songdo campus.
light”, the volunteer club for planting trees, art
thusiastically forming new clubs that makes the atmosphere of the campus lively and wild. Students
get to form more deep relationships with friends
and build more of their potentials by participating
in these student activities.
However, lots of
limitations were found. Sungpil and I did a survey
on Songdo students’ response to the student clubs.
We surveyed 40 students, regardless of majors,
during the global leadership forum class.* As you
can see in graph 1, most of the students were disGraph 2 shows students demand for more variety in student club. In the sport section, students
wanted table tennis clubs, swimming clubs, golf
clubs, horseback riding clubs, tennis clubs, and
YIC sports festival (swimming, golf, horseback
riding—so unrealistic isn’t it?). In the art/music
section, students desired more dance clubs, music
performance clubs, and music composition clubs.
In the academic section, they wanted business
“others” wanted billiards club and karaoke.
activities students dislike, an interview with
Sangyup Lee, the founder of the Songdo campus’s
breakdancing club was conducted.
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By Sung Hwan Kim,
Sung Pil Kim

This survey is not representative of all the 427
students living at the International Campus

Photo by Miran Park

By Sung Pil Kim

The tale of food at Songdo
widespread complaints from the freshman class has been the overall quality of food in the cafeteria on
and nutritionist have begun working at the Songdo campus cafeteria. In addition, beginning from the fall
the students living at the campus.

6:30pm, Yonsei International Campus
A loud motorcycle appears on the road leading to the Residential Hall. Students are waiting, hun-

one interesting is that it was the fourth time that week that these students had ordered chicken for dinner.
It has been several months since freshmen from UIC and other Yonsei departments moved to YIC, but the
Residential Hall, many students have complained that the food in the cafeteria is high in price and low
in quality. Particularly, “give us more meat” was the battle cry for many of the male students. Among the
reasons for dissatisfaction, each earning 37 votes. *
YIC cafeteria, breakfast and dinner cost 2,500 won each and lunch costs 4,000 or 4,500 won, which is more
expensive than in the Sinchon campus (at the Student Union Building) or other universities in Seoul. Min-

This survey is not representative of all the 427 students living at the International Campus.
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Songdo Yonsei International Campus

“If we have lunch only in the campus as students
in Sinchon do, we might be able to tolerate it,” said
each day, whether or not we like the food.”
It seems, however, that what troubles student most
is the quality of the meals. One Tuesday, students
were served rice, kimchi, doenjang stew, stir-fried
mushrooms and a vegetable jeon (pancake), which
for dinner. “I can’t even go and ask for more rice,
because there are people waiting in line,” comnot expect us to endure fourteen hours until the
next morning with this.”
ramen and instant food, while the nearest restaurant is more than a forty minute walk from the dormitory. As a result, many students are turning toward delivery services instead of choosing to eat at
the cafeteria. One of these students is Yoon, who often eats chicken, pizza, or Chinese food four times
a week. His reason is straightforward: although ordering chicken is expensive, it’s far better than the
cafeteria food.
price will eventually go down as more students
come to YIC,” said Seung-Ju Ra, a UIC freshman.
Some also point out that there is no food paradise
in Sinchon cafeterias either. “In my opinion, the
food here is not so bad,” commented political sci-

Shrimp Pizza from Mr. Pizza

YIC. “Also, you don’t have to stand in an extremely
long line.”
cafeteria food, the dissatisfaction is unlikely to end
soon. Until then, the sound of delivery motorcycles
at YIC will not end.

Black bean noodle

UIC SCRIBE
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Free time
As soon as the class is over, Alex wraps up his
writing homework in his dorm and goes out in
enjoys playing table tennis in the C dorm with his
pointing as usual, and attends another class which
sion of the global leadership forum class, where
students form into groups and debate about important key points a guest speaker or a professor
mentioned. Alex discussed with his group members how he will establish his future plans, which
connects to one of the key ideas mentioned in the
lecture; time management.
As soon as this class is over, it’s time for show time!
First, Alex eats a whole bunch of chicken with
his friends! He long ago decided to form groups
of friends who want to eat chicken from “crazy
chicken” and “BBQ”. He currently has groups of
7 people who are crazy about eating chicken. At
8:00 o’ clock sharp, Alex orders the chicken and
eats with full joy with friends at 9:00. From 9:00
to midnight, Alex and his friends enjoy joking
tories and chat with each other. But on special
days, they go to Inchon Terminal and drink soju
and beer, which sometimes lasts till the morning.
But, considering that he has bunch of homework
on Tuesday, Alex restrains playing until midnight
and starts completing his homework in his dorm.
he goes to sleep, let me have a brief interview with
him about his life in Songdo.

Q. Alex, what do you like about Songdo
campus?
Well… the positive part is that I get to have more
deep relationships with friends because unlike
in Sinchon campus, I have close contact with
my roommate who I am also intimate with, stays
right next to me. Also the dorm is excellent in
that it has up-to-date facilities which make my
life in Songdo convenient.
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Q. I see. Then, could you tell me
some different issues at this campus?
cess to student club activities. I truly undercept students at Songdo campus, there are
only few number of club activities within the
campus. However, I think it is unfair for us
to not have access to the central club of Sinchon campus. I really wanted to be a member of INYON in my 1st year, but I couldn’t
even submit my application form because
the interview was scheduled at times when
Songdo students had bunch of classes! Even
though we can participate in new clubs
available at Songdo campus, I think the central club should at least allow Songdo students to apply and take interviews.

Q. How’s your relationship with
open major, pre-med, dentistry,
medicine, global engineering students?
Although I have many friends within UIC, I
have limited number of friends in other majors. I try to be intimate with them, but they
tend to be exclusive within their department! Also the only chance to have friendly
conversations with them is in the global
leadership forum class. Furthermore, their
with them. But, I think time will solve this
problem. Regardless of majors, we live close
to each other! I believe that would naturally
make me to have broad relationships!

Songdo Yonsei International Campus
Q. Do you like being here at Songdo?

I would advise them to always maintain pioneer

Although there are some limitations, living in
Songdo campus has many advantages that Sinchon campus does not have. While living in the
dorm, I learned what independence is. I wake up
by myself without my mother’s screams. I also do
the laundries and clean my room without help

be amazed by the fact that there are only 3 lecture
buildings, a dormitory, and a temporary library

become responsible for my own actions as well.
Furthermore, as I mentioned before, Songdo
campus is the platform in which I can have more
intimate relationships with my friends. We stick
around in the residential college together for a
year, which I think is very meaningful. I think
that’s why I feel proud to be here!

Q. What would you say to future students who would spend their 1st year at
Songdo? Is there any advice you would
give to these students?

that there are limited activities to do. But I don’t
form new clubs or fun activities by themselves and
make their lives at Songdo wild and exciting as or
more than Sinchon campus!

Q. What is your future outlook of Songdo Campus?
contains many risks, but as time goes by, the problems gradually get solved. I believe this will happen
to Songdo campus as well!

Photo by Miran Park
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Smell the scent
of Jasmine
By Sung Pil Kim

T

Jasmine Revolution

his past January, I was watching a tour guide program on TV where the reporter said that a travel
warning had been issued to visitors in Algeria and Tunisia due to the uprising against the govern-

Arab countries was so far caused by some other factors such as communal disputes or anti-tourist
would be short-lived and turned my attention to other things. Two weeks later, however the Tunisian

No Arab exception

Worries and hopes

For decades, the Middle East has seemed completely isolated from the general worldwide trend
towards democratization. Even when the Iron
Curtain collapsed in 1989, Arab regimes remained
curring in Europe. Now, however, it seems that
the whole of North Africa the Middle East is bus-

Naturally, many people of the democratic
world are welcoming this ‘spring in the Middle East.’ However, just like many major
revolutions in the past, the path ahead of the
revolutionary countries does not seem to be
an idyllic or a peaceful one.

‘Arab exception,’” wrote Michael Elliot of TIME
magazine in its March 7th issue. “No iron rule that

of the revolution. Some commentators have
said that, though the overthrown leaders
were cruel and oppressive in their regimes,
they managed to maintain a certain stabil-

anywhere… are somehow absent from the Middle
try of Tunisia has since spread outward, spurring
massive protests in many countries like Egypt and
Yemen, bringing down some of their leaders, and
civil war against his own people in order to keep
his power.
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president, Ben Ali, for example, promoted
the country to have the highest per-capita
income level in Africa, provided a high level
radical Islamic fundamentalists. Now that
the corrupt yet arguably useful bulwarks are
gone, who or what kind of group will emerge
to govern the countries?

It would be most desirable if a transparent democracy took root in place of autocracy, but realistically speaking, the process will most likely be one
lished a democracy in 1986, but is still struggling
racy amid numerous military coups and crippling
economy.
Since the Jasmine Revolution began spontaneously and suddenly without a prominent leadand Egypt may transform into arenas of political
rights. Moreover, the economic recession, one of
the main causes of the revolution, still continues.
revolution, dissatisfaction with the leadership may
give way to another form of dictatorship, or even a
radical government.
as many new opportunities for a bright future as
uncertainties. Certainly one of the most positive
aspects to the revolution has been that in most
countries it was initiated by the people themselves
Moreover, the toppling of dictators may signal increased rights for marginalized and long-neglected
groups such as women, who actively participated
in the protests. Also, once transparent democra-

Khomeini’s recorded speech criticizing the established government that brought an end to
Iran’s Pahlavi dynasty in 1979, and the role of social networking sites like Facebook that played
a role in the success of the Jasmine Revolution.
Should the North Korean people gain access to
modern communication and information services as the Tunisians and Egyptians did, there
is no telling whether or not North Korea will
stay intact forever. Andrei Rankov, professor of
history in Kookmin University, has claimed that
the radio will be the device that could channel
impact of the radio upon North Korea will be
greater than that of dramas, movies, and music combined,” Rankov claimed in the Chosun
Ilbo, “Since North Koreans are living under a
system of unilateral ideology, just listening to
and other perspectives will become an agent
for change in North Korea.”
For now, nothing can be certain. Libya is in a
deep quagmire of civil war and Arab women
are struggling for their basic rights, and states
that remain dictatorships are still standing
a great opportunity for them to take steps forward towards progress.

the utilization of the abundant natural resources
in the Arab region.

Will it affect North Korea too?
As people here in Korea watch the rapid progress
of the Jasmine Revolution, many must question whether a similar uprising may occur in our
northern neighboring country. Disappointingly,
however, many specialists on North Korean polithat Kim Jong-Il’s control over the people is too
tight for such rebellions to occur. However, one
cannot completely dismiss the possibility either.
revolutions began against dictatorships, one is reminded that it was the smuggled cassette tapes of
Khomeini’s
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How Hanoians are destroying
their proud heritage:
the Giant Turtle and Hoan
Kiem Lake
T
By Hoa Dang

turtle in Hoan Kiem Lake (literary Lake of the Returned Sword) in Vietnam – a hot topic in Vietnamese newspapers these days – receives a lot of concerns from both authoritative and from citizens not
only because it is a rare, legendary animal in Vietnamese belief, but also for the reason that its current
circumstance alerts the seriousness of environmental problems in Vietnam.

Hoan Kiem Lake

measures of the turtle’s body has not been carried
out, but they may be the same as the specimen
displayed in Ngoc Son Temple (or Jade Mountain
Temple, lying on the Jade Island near the northern shore of Hoan Kiem Lake), which weighed
about 200 kilos and was about 2 meters long. As
released on September 10, 2010, by Peter Paul
Van Dijk, director of Conservation International,
among the 10 turtle species most endangered,
Hoan Kiem turtle is now ranked as the species
with the highest chance of extinction.
For many years, questions have arisen around the
topic of whether the turtle bears some relation

Most scientists, like Mr. Tim McCormack – coordinator of Asian Turtle Conservation program,
agree that the Giant Turtle is part of the Shanghai
Dinh Duc Ha – a keen scientist in the subject of
Hoan Kiem turtle, suggest that the turtle estabes from Shanghai turtle in various aspects
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turtle in various aspects like their skulls and
shells. He even goes further by giving the turtle
symbolizes the pride of Hanoi people regarding the legend of Hoan Kiem Lake. According
to the folklore, in the early 15th century, Le Loi
organized a troop rebelling against the invading
Ming dynasty, due to their bloody ruling which
deprived many Vietnamese of their own lives.
At the beginning, the rebellion was unsuccessful because of their weak army. But then, Le
Loi was granted the legendary sword from the
Golden Turtle God, which marked the turnMing troop, ascending to the throne and then
returning the sword to the Turtle God while
he was having a boat trip in Hoan Kiem Lake
(which also explain why the lake’s name was literally means Lake of the Returned Sword).

The Current Condition of the Giant
Turtle
When some images about the condition of the
turtle was publicized in the Internet, the whole
community was really shocked at how degraded
it is. Here are some pictures of the turtles severely
injured:

Culture

On foot and neck
therefore, it is understandable that the lake is
highly susceptible to pollution. When interviewed by Viet Ha – a Radio Free Asia (RFA)
reporter, Mr. Son Viet Nguyen, a citizen, said:
“Every December 23, people throw ashes, nylons into the lake.” (According to Vietnamese
tradition, December 23 in Lunar Calendar

On shell
posed to have pneumonia as stated by Professor
Dinh Duc Ha and Doctor Te Quang Bui – Institute
of Aquaculture. According to Mr. Ha, in 18 consecutive days in February, 2011, the turtle appeared
on the lake’s surface 28 times; meanwhile, from
January to November, 2010, it is only 9 to 14 times
per month. Also, Mr. Bui gives out his opinion that
from the record of Mr. Ha, it is likely the turtle is
the water for too long.

The implication of the deteriorated environment
a cause. Everyone knows this, but most Vietnamese
people are unaware that it is the degraded environment of the lake that is responsible for this mishap.
one answer: the behavior of citizens. Most scientists
seem to agree with the idea that the trash and rocks
thrown into the lake is what makes the turtle injured.
Unlike other lakes, Hoan Kiem Lake does not have the
drainage system;
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but most people even throw away nylons into
the water. Also, in that holiday, it is traditional
that Vietnamese people burn something like
imitated money papers to send it to the other
world, thus some citizens living near the lake
And according to Trinh Nguyen, a high school
student in Hanoi, in response to the interview
with RFA, it is not a strange event to encounter
some students going there for sight-seeing, buying foods and beverages in the stores around
and then throwing the bottle or the packet into
considered the symbol of Hanoi’s history and
culture. In another way, the citizens are graduwhenever seeing a foreigner or person from another province. To stop this paradox, it not only
requires the punitive methods from the government, but also the cooperation of the citizens in remedying the current situation of the
lake. However, this is still too hard to achieve,
especially when the punishment is still so lenient, and the citizen’s awareness of their act’s
consequences is yet awakened.
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Seoul Gallery Tour
Walking through the corners of Seoul, a city
emerging as one of Asia's art hubs, you can see
for yourself beautiful experiments of contemporary art in various artistic museums and galleries. Here the pieces of Paik Nam Jung, Lim Ok
Sang and Yoon Hae Jin are proudly exhibited together with those of other 20th century Korean
Korean aesthetic values in inspiration, medium
and perspective.

Museum of Contemporary Art
Held in 2010, “Made in Popland”, according to
both specialists and many visitors, is one of the
major successes in Korean contemporary art exhibitions. Presenting artistic works of Chinese,
Japanese and Korean modern artists, the show
amazed visitors in its diverse mind-boggling
tions on relations between “mass media”, “public”, “society” and individual existence. One thing
I found remarkable is how bold and profound
emotions are instilled in each piece.
“Abtract it” was another exhibition in the Annex
for Contemporary art itself is intriguing for a
Western classical order in exterior design within
this exhibition the concerns over contemporary
subjects such as environment, peace, femininity, urban domestic scene, social mobility, etc.
Transient feelings of objective phenomena like
the artworks exhibited. Of course, above all, the
impression is of the abstraction, be that a mere
primordial feeling or an intentionally applied artistic technique.
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And yet these are only two of many fascinating
shows in the museum dedicated to contempowill see several exhibitions introducing major
works from the prestigious Whitney Museum of
American Art, “Tell Me Tell Me: Australian and
Korean Art 1976 – 2011” project and the collection about realist photographer Lim Eung-Sik.

Made in Popland (photographed by Hwang Dana)

Feng Mengbo, Long March-Restart, 2006-2008 Installation (photographed by Hwang Dana)

Hongdae

SangSangMadang
I also visited Alternative Space Loop, which had

as Hongdae, is a well-known art hub of Seoul
tered across the neighborhood. I visited Sang Sang
Ma Dang on a recommendation, which is a medium-sized gallery. I was impressed by the photo
exhibit Twins by Lee Sun Min, which featured Korean couples either isolated in wild nature scenes,
such as forests and riversides, or lost in the heart

lively and colourful works in the manner of
was opened in 1999, and dedicated to alternamodern yet simple. In Alt Space Loop, pop art
is not merely exhibited, it is alive. In Hongdae,
charm of Hongdae.
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Alt Space Loop
At Hongdae you should also visit the Trompe l’oeil
old European technique for the ornamentation inside Catholic churches. At the Trompe l’oeil several
paintings of many kinds of style ranging from renaissance to impressionism are repainted in a way
that makes them look three dimensional. Visitors
come to the exhibit primarily to take pictures with

and occupied with even children who are taken by
their parents to take funny pictures with the paintings or simply to practice drawing and painting.

Insadong
Renowned in the past as a trading area for Korean traditional paintings, Insadong still carries
the sense of tradition. It is a unique artistic area in
Seoul with more than 100 galleries. I found Topohaus, a gallery dedicated to contemporary art that
exhibits paintings and photographs by emerging
Korean artists such as Bon-Chang Koo, as well as
lithography and ceramics.

Topohaus, Myungdong Gallery
café named Insomnia at the heart of Myungdong,
Myungdong Gallery was opened by the renowned
Korean artist Dae Ha Kwon. Myungdong Gallery
has a cozy atmosphere due to its small size, yet
on the Nude with artwork from artists of Korea
and America. At the Myungdong Gallery, art lovers can attend an art class lectured by the artist
Dae Ha Kwon.
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Sang Sang Ma Dang, Hongdae

The Future of
Korean Movie
Industry

By Shin Hyung Lee

Focusing on computer graphics
technology and Originality
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watching movies on their I-phones or Galaxys.
Some are watching western movies and others
are watching recently launched, illegally downloaded, movies. And some of these movies are
Korean, released by the Korean movie industry.
movie industry. Currently, it is hard to say that
which still maintains screen quota policies and
exports dozens of movies—are positive. Media
reports suggest that one of the biggest problems
for the industry is that it doesn’t have a stable
infrastructure in place to support creators and
directors. It is true that in recent years, more
and more Korean computer graphic or visual
ing projects. However, the manufacturing conditions and planning are relatively poor compared to the giants of the movie industry, such
as Hollywood. In my view, the Korean movie
industry has to do two things: come up with
low for greater originality and independence.
Nevertheless, it will be important to draw upon
the examples of Hollywood to achieve our own
independent industry.
Hollywood is without a doubt the biggest movie
producer in the world. Producing numerous
blockbusters, Hollywood has achieved a cultural identity as the center of movie industry.
ements that make Hollywood the center of the
movie industry, such as quality directors and
scriptwriters, but I will focus on the visual effects. Even in the 1970s, Hollywood was at the
ample. Even within Hollywood, Star Wars was
considered incredibly innovative. Many of the
movies at that time were about social issues, but
George Lucas, the director of Star Wars, showed
the audience the incredible movie making ability of Hollywood. No one expected to see space
ships actually blasting each other in outer space.
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At that time, Star Wars was a movie that the
studios of no other country could even imthe gap has yet to be closed. 3D (three dimensional) movies are a contemporary example
of Hollywood’s position at the forefront of the
movie Industry. When James Cameroon’s Avatar showed up on the screen, the world was
In terms of originality and independence,
Bollywood is a prominent example of a rising
that of Hollywood, the Indian movie indusest movie producer in India, Bollywood has
made many creative movies, which are at the
the culture of India in a modern way so as to
attract not only domestic audiences but also
those from other countries. Bollywood movies are usually musical: very few are made
without at least one song or dance number, as
Indian audiences demand full value for their
ture, “masala”, these movies are called masala
movies; and they are a mixture of love, comedy, music, dance and much more. Although
Bollywood movies, they have succeeded in
most famous example of recent years is Slum
Dog Millionaire.
Most Koreans don’t know very much about
the Korean movie industry, even though it has
hongryunJun which was actually made during the Chosun dynasty in 1924. Since then,
there have been many Korean movies made,
and some of them remain popular to this day,
including: Yongari and Miwodo Dashi Hanbun. (Dragon; Once Again even if It Hurts).
In the 1970’s, when people born during the
post-war era entered their twenties, Korean
movies started to make some innovations.
to society and the movie industry, represented by “jeans or miniskirts” (at that time, jeans

and miniskirts were regarded anti-social in Korea). Korean movies, which tried to represent the
spirit and conditions of the contemporary society,
developed slowly but independently. However, due
to the dominance of Hollywood blockbusters since
the 1990’s, Korean movies have had a hard time
competing, as they have been unable to catch up
with the new trends based largely on Hollywood
blockbusters.
movies with innovative visual graphics, as seen in
movies such as Gwemul, Gukkadeppyo, D-War
(Monster, National Player, D-war). All of these
movies received praise for their sophisticated
graphics. However, the fact remains that the graphics of these movies relied on non-Korean graphic
companies. For instance, although the graphics of
Gukkadeppyo were made at KISTI (Korea Institute
of Science and Technology Information), Australiupon foreign graphic companies is that Korean
graphics companies are not sophisticated enough
to produce large-scale movies. Most of these companies are online game-graphics companies, which

<Gukkadeppyo>

graphics companies. It thus appears, at present,
that domestically producing movies with the same
sible mission.
is unconditionally inferior. Based upon the content
of recent movie releases, it’s obvious that there is
great potential in the Korean movie industry. But
it is important that it works toward creating movies that are uniquely Korean, and not merely copto learn the graphic techniques of Hollywood and
movie industry should not blindly copy their techniques. If Korean studios create movies that are
creative and independent and that have great spetry will be bright.

<Monster>
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becued beef), and then tasting it as they are preparing it. And even more so when they watch the meat
being mixed with spices using bare hands. Fortunately, my previous, though limited exposure to raw
meat eating allowed me to actually enjoy bulgogi in its original state. It was strange, but quite good.
Not only meat, but also vegetables are also usually served uncooked and you are expected to add complementary sauce, for which “bibambab” rice dish topped with various vegetables and sauces on the

crunchy or resilient, a little more challenging but much more exciting.
joyful experience that gives you a big bite of the Korean culture pie. You never know how delicious it is
before you try.

Bulgogi

Bibimbap
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The 10/11 European
Soccer Report
ByHyung Ku Han

W

ith FIFA being the largest international sporting organization in the world and the World Cup

of Europe. Since then, not only have the number of fans and the size of the soccer-related market
large part of their culture. With soccer growing in a variety of aspects, it is helpful to understand current International soccer, and there are some remarkable changes and exciting competitions during

Manchester United Football Team in 2007
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English Premier League (EPL)
For many years, the EPL has been ranked the top
league of Europe, and undoubtedly, it has the largest number of fans and the biggest soccer marleague, it has always grabbed much attention from
fans, experts and the media. As the 31st Round
of April, there are many competitions that soccer
fans should focus on until the end of the season.
First of all, the main interest will be in which team
will be the champions. Currently, with only seven
matches remaining, Manchester United has the
biggest chance of winning its 19th title to become
though Manchester United has a tougher schedule
compared to second place Arsenal, they are seven
points ahead, so it is most likely that they will win
the league.
Another competition that soccer fans should pay
attention to is which team will play on the European stage next season. Only the top four teams at
the end of the season are able to play in the UEFA
Champions League, the top European club comEuropa League, another European club competition just below the Champions League. However,
of those top four teams, the fourth team would
League directly. Currently, the race for the third
spot is narrowed down to between Manchester
City and Chelsea. Although it is tough to predict
which team will end up being third, Manchester
City seems to be in a more advantageous position, being a point ahead of Chelsea, and having a
relatively favorable remaining schedule compared
to Chelsea. In the case of the race for the Europa
League, it is between Tottenham and Liverpool.
Again, it is hard to guess which team will grasp this
ahead, their remaining schedule is much tougher,
having to play against Real Madrid, Arsenal, Chelwinner in the match between the two teams will
probably have the chance to play in the Europa
League. Lastly, the teams trying to escape from being relegated will be another great competition.

second division, but at the moment, it really is
impossible to predict. Wigan is ranked at the
bottom with 30 points, but Blackburn is ranked
14th with only three points more, meaning that
seven teams have the possibility to get pulled
down to the relegation zone if they make one
until the end to see which teams win in which
competition.
Spanish Primera Liga (LFP)
At the beginning of the season, in the summer
of 2010, the Spanish Primera Liga got the most
attention among the major European soccer
leagues. It had the biggest teams and the best
stars not only in Europe, but also the world.
Many soccer fans were excited to see ‘El Classico’ – the soccer war between Barcelona and Real
biggest stars. Barcelona had Lionel Messi, David
Villa and Xavi Hernandez, whilst Real Madrid
accomplished building their second ‘Galácticos’
inho as their manager, alongside star players like
Cristiano Ronaldo, Xabi Alonso and Mesut Ozil.
against underdogs (Barcelona 0-2 Hercules,
Mallorca 0-0 Real Madrid), but the title race was
eventually between those two teams as expected.
However, in the middle of the season, when Real
Madrid was crushed 5-0 by Barcelona, they began to stumble and now, with eight matches remaining, even the players of Real Madrid have
once again faced the bleak reality that their desired title will pass over to Barcelona.
the LFP that are worthy of attention. Since the
Primera Liga has other top class teams, the teams
that play in the European stage change every seapetition between teams like Sevilla, Valencia,
Villarea and Atletico Madrid. Every season, the
places for these teams in the league table constantly change, and to add to the excitement, two
new promising teams, Atletico Bilbao and Espanyol, have joined the competition. Although
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the remaining Champions League tickets seem
likely to be taken by Villareal and Valencia, the
-

ve completely changed. Although the season is
not over yet, it seems that only AC Milan and
Inter Milan will be able to stay in the top four,

sixth placed teams in the league, and they could
be granted to any of the four teams ranked from
-

achieve their ticket to the Europa League by ending in at least the top six. Moreover, Napoli might
have a chance to win the title, as they are only
three points behind the leaders, AC Milan, and

eighth. Also, if Villareal wins the Europa League
tion spot for the Europa League, making the race
for next season’s Europa League very complex, yet
highly fascinating.
Italian Serie A + German Bundesliga
At the beginning of the 21st century, the three major European leagues were the EPL, LFP and Serie
A, without a doubt. However, since two years ago,
the league rank points between third place Serie A
and fourth place Bundesliga began to become nara new competition not only between the clubs of
its own league, but also a competition between the
Italian and German teams.
It really was a major drama to see the race between
clubs from the two leagues this season, and the result is tipping towards the Bundesliga again. Usually, the way fans and experts compare leagues is by
comparing their displays in the continental competitions. In the Champions League, both leagues
nals. However, in the Europa League, none of the
Italian clubs were able to survive to the last 16,
while Bayer Leverkusen kept up the Bundesliga’s
pride. Not only that, but in the overall displays by
clubs, many experts give more credit to the German teams and criticize that the overall Italian
level is getting poorer.
As well as their continental competition, their domestic competition in the league is extremely intense. In the case of Serie A, the traditional ‘big
four’ used to be AC Milan, Inter Milan, Juventus
and AS Roma. Among those four teams, Inter Milan used to be superior to the other three, even
winning the Champions League. However, the big
four have completely changed. Although the season is not over yet, it seems that only AC Milan
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ticket to the Champions League.

-

will most likely change next season. Usually, Bayern Munich is a regular team that has played in
the Champions League almost every season, and
other familiar names are Werder Bremen, Schalke
04 and Wolfsburg. Nevertheless, currently, with
the exception of Bayern Munich, those teams are
far from entering even the Europa League, and
on the European stage. It is even more shocking
when hearing the names of the teams in the relegation zone. Wolfsburg, champions just two years
ago, and another famous team, Stuttgart, are
Dortmund and Bayer Leverkusen have grasped
their chance to restart their glory by being at the
top of the league table.
UEFA Champions League
Being the biggest and most highly rated continental club tournament in the world, the UEFA
Champions League, or the so-called ‘Star Wars’,
acts as a yardstick to compare the best teams and
leagues of Europe. Like the tournament’s name,
only the champions and the best teams of Europe
qualify to play in this tournament, making this
stage ‘luxurious’ with high quality displays.
Like every season, there were big issues and extraordinary underdogs. One of the biggest draReal Madrid has a record of winning the most
trophies (nine times), it has failed to survive after reaching the round of last 16 for the last few
years. In addition to that jinx, many fans doubted
whether Real Madrid could beat Olympique Lyon

Sports
ning the most trophies (nine times), it has failed
the last few years. In addition to that jinx, many
fans doubted whether Real Madrid could beat
unusually strong when they met Real Madrid.
However, with the ‘Special One’, Jose Mourinho,
as their manager, they have once again aimed to
win their 10th Champions League trophy by beating the French representative.
excitement to the tournament. Although Tottenham of England and Shakhtar Donetsk of Ukraine
are two great clubs, many have underestimated
them due to their lack of experience in such a big
competition. However, as if to prove that those
experts were wrong, they both have crushed the
giants of Italy, AC Milan (0:1 Tottenham) and AS
Roma (2:6 Shakhtar Donetsk) in the round of 16
that they have met the two most favored teams,
Real Madrid and Barcelona, their strength was
already enough to shock the world.
Korean Players in Europe
Every weekend, Korean soccer fans stay up all
night to watch the Korean players play in the
biggest leagues of Europe. Overall, the display of
Korean players in Europe was ‘okay’. Most of the
‘big names’ were rated as below average this season. Of course ‘captain’ Ji Sung Park got the most
attention from the Korean fans and the media, but
his injury has kept him from playing regularly for
Manchester United. Also, the ‘Ki-Cha Duo’, Sung
Yong Ki and Du Ri Cha of Celtic in Scotland,
their spectacular displays at the beginning of the
season. ‘Blue Dragon’ Chung Yong Lee of Bolton
as well has been a little disappointing compared
to last season. Although he is still regarded as the
key player at Bolton, since he has been playing too
much in both his club and his international team,
he seems to be exhausted and his appearance time
is constantly decreasing. In the case of Chu Young
Park, he has had both bad news and good news.
-

which is more goals scored in a single season
nuel Adebayor when they were at AS Monaco,
and many of the giant clubs such as Liverpool
are trying to make a bid to bring him to their
team.
Despite the fact that these ‘veterans’ are doing
quite poorly, the ‘new faces’ are showing bright
hopes for Korean soccer. Although Heung Min
Son does not play regularly in Hamburg, Van
Nistelrooy said that Son is going to be one of
the biggest stars in the Bundesliga. Another
new face in Bundesliga, Ja Chul Koo of Wolfsburg, is rated as the only player who is showing
the true class of Wolfsburg. In France, although
Cho Gook Chung (Auxerre) is still trying to
adjust to the team, Tae Hee Nam (Valenciennes), Jin Hyung Song (Tours) and Yong Jae
Lee (Nantes) are all trying to pull their teams
back into shape.
It is Never Over Until the Final Whistle is
Blown
As mentioned, the 2010/11 season has many
elements that are adding thrills to European
soccer – with jinxes being broken and new records being set, the pitch is full of surprises and
excitements. Although the leagues and competitions are heading towards the end and the
conclusion seems to be getting into shape, it is
should never let their tension go away because
until it is really over; there could be miracles
and unbelievable results. Who would have
guessed that Liverpool would overcome and
defeat AC Milan in the 2005 UEFA Champions
League Final in Istanbul when they were losing
match, there are lots of unpredictable dramas
in soccer. With the last few most important
matches remaining, fans must stay tuned to
is blown.

good news is that he has scored 10 goals already,
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Underwood United
(U2)

By Shin Hyung Lee,
Hyung Ku Han

(UIC). Although U2 does not have a long history, it has been growing with UIC since the beginning in 2006. It was established in the fall of 2006, and has been participating in President’s
through the group stages in only their 5th attempt. U2 nNot only does participates in the
President’s Cup, but it also has friendly matches with other teams, and plays against the soccer club of Korea University Division of International Studies during the Yonko Games. Even
though it is true that U2 tries their best to win every game, their main goal is to enjoy playing
soccer and build cohesiveness with other members who grouped up together with a common
interest – soccer, so U2 meets regularly to practice and to go out together and have some fun.

The 2011 Season of U2
Since the main tournament that U2 participates in
is the President’s Cup and the Yonko Games, U2’s
season have just started, and it seems to be a pretty
good start. As mentioned, in the past 4 four atteam of each group goes into the knockout stages,
U2 has never gone through the group stages. However, the members believe that this season could
be their chance to go through with them winning
Also, there is another reason why the members
have their positive aspecthopes high. Although U2
has lost some players due to them serving military
service, the balance between the freshmen seems to
be alright, showing some potential of a better team
practice matches and the results were better than
expected.
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When they played at the Yonsei International
Campus against Incheon University’s soccer
club and FC Carpe Diem, U2 won some of the
games and played equally well against their opponents. In addition, when U2 played against
the soccer club of Physical Education students,
which were the champions of the President’s
Cup last year, U2 only conceded one goal and
lost 1:0. All of the U2 members and also the opponent thought that the match would be dominated by the P.E. students, but U2 players did
fairly well and the result was shocking and satisfactory.
However, as a player who participated in those
matches, U2 still needs to improve in some areU2 members to gather up.

Sports

stability. In addition, the team needs to quickly decide which formation it is going to use, so that the
members would have time to get adjusted to their positions. With these matters solved, U2 would
be able to not only enjoy playing the games, but achieve better results.

The Future and Goals
of Underwood United
It has been about years that Underwood United was formed. Since the establishment, lots of good
players have played but there weren’t any outstanding records or results. However, the future is bright
Firstly, the ratio between male and female of Underwood International College has almost been
equalized. In the past few years, the male and female ratio was about 3:7 which meant lower participation of soccer players. However, with increased numbers of male students, Underwood United
succeeded in recruiting many good male players.
diversity of good players can provide Underwood United with various strategies which obviously
lead to higher possibility of winning.
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Prof. Chad Denton
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"Editing at The UIC Scribe for a
full academic year now has been an
illuminating and helpful experience.
The work goes beyond editing and improving articles written by students.
It offers a broader understanding of
the unique and moral responsibilities
that journalists have as the voice
of a wider community. The experience has also helped me to write
clearer and more concise academic
essays. I would definitely recommend students who are interested in
either improving their writing or in a
journalistic career to consider joining the Scribe.
Best wishes,
Sarah Yoon

It has been more challenging than what I first expected
to be a part of the Scribe this semester. Before joining the Scribe, I never knew it was this hard to publish a new issue of our school's exclusive newspaper.
However, along with the challenge has come the joy
and contentment when the issue was finally brought
out. To me, it is an honor to contribute to the
betterment of UIC through the Scribe articles. I hold
gratitude towards the professors who spent time
editing our writings, and I appreciate the experiences
I have been through together with the whole Scribe
staff. I hope these experiences will continue and result
in a more insightful, striking new issue of the Scribe
in the next term."
Ly P. Nguyen

I joined the scribe for simple reasons. I wanted to improve my writing skills. I also wanted to know about
the editing process of a newspaper. Scribe was without doubt the perfect place to achieve it. It was hard
in the beginning because my writings had to go
through lots of revisions. Though I am still not sure
whether I am a good writer, one thing is for sure. I
have learned how to write better. I am happy to have
finished my first article in my college life. Thanks to
the help of professors and upperclassman, I’ve got
the opportunity to participate and improve myself
in a very productive project.
Shin Hyung Lee
I love to write when I have the freedom
to choose what to write about, especially about soccer. It really was fun for
me to write about soccer and I hope my
readers will understand and learn more
about soccer and gain more interest about
European soccer through my article. One
thing that could have been better for my
article is that even as time went by and
the results of each league and the evaluation of Korean players changed, especially Ji Sung Park who has been rated as
Asia’s best player this season, I had to
stick to my article which had the view
point from the first week or April. Also,
with the busy schedule such as the midterm and the school festivals, the Scribe
couldn’t meet that much so we couldn’t
become closer as I’ve hoped. Anyways,
I am still excited to write my articles for
the Scribe in the fall semester.
Hyung Kyu Han
It was my pleasure to be part of
the Scribe. I really enjoyed designing and working with the
scribe members! ^^
Youn Seok Kim

